younger sons and for the honour of the family. In the third section we examine the anxieties of younger sons themselves.
I.
Historians are quite comfortably positioned these days in the study of emotions and we are, apparently, in the midst of an 'emotional turn'. 14 It is now widely recognised that emotions have a history, that they are socially and culturally constructed, have changed over time and have driven change by mediating and conducting power. 15 as a 'think-feel' process of 'cogmotion'. 16 Whilst emotions are thought to be an anthropological constant the experience and interpretation of them is culturally varied. 17 Equally historians now take emotions seriously as objects of historical enquiry. They are no longer the 'trivial by-products of rational class based responses to material interests'.
dominance came at a price. Masculine power produced anxieties in men as they struggled to attain 'full masculinity', to exert their dominance over other men and women, and as they struggled to assert their identities within the patriarchal order. 29 Changing structural conditions, such as domestic employment opportunities or conditions within the empire, as well as changing values attached to masculinity and the home also produced tensions and social anxieties at different points in history. 30 For these historians 'anxiety' was periodic, a product of specific circumstances leading to a 'crisis of masculinity'. However, studies more squarely focused on the nature of anxiety as a psychological and emotional condition have suggested that it could be a persistent product of the patriarchal system rather than a momentary lapse in masculine dominance. In his analysis of the epistemological and existential anxieties within patriarchal masculinities in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries Mark Breitenburg asserted that masculine anxiety was 'a necessary and inevitable condition', generated by 'the fissures and contradictions of the patriarchal system'. 31 Gentry younger sons were still, collectively, part of the very wealthy elite, who gathered the largest social and gender dividends from the inequalities of patriarchal power. However, Breitenburg's work demonstrates that this makes them particularly apposite historical subjects, because 'it follows that those individuals whose identities are formed by the assumption of their own privilege must also have incorporated varying degrees of anxiety about the perpetuation or potential loss of that privilege'. 32 They were, as Connell and Messerchmidt describe, a 'subordinate' group of men. 33 Their anxieties seem to have stemmed from the 'anticipated threat' of being trapped in that subordinate position. 34 Their experiences were also shaped by emotional subordination within the patriarchal family, on-going throughout the generations.
Breitenberg is quite unusual amongst historians of emotions (and masculinities) in that he emphasises continuity over change. 35 Levels of diachronic variation have been one of the central debates in this field since it first began. Most historians, building on the shift from essentialism to constructivism, emphasise change in emotions subject to various forces. Peter
Stearns favoured social and economic forces, William Reddy stressed the power of politics and the search for liberty, Plamper and Dixon both look to ideas and theories of emotions. 36 Specific periods witnessed, it has been suggested, particular emotional styles. The eighteenth century, for instance, was perhaps a time of more extenuated emotions and cultures of feeling. 37 However, for some there is more space for continuity. Rosenwein notes that it is possible for emotional communities not to change, but to 'remain "stuck" in one mode that goes on for generations'. She argues that emotions were reinvented across generations of communities, rather than invented in specific periods. 38 We find evidence for this in our research.
On the basis of the correspondence we have three main arguments. Firstly, an emotional economy of anxiety, generated by various members of the family, surrounded the lives of younger sons and was focussed on their successes and failures, both potential and realised. This was a result of the way that the vectors of masculinity, social status and familial responsibilities worked upon them, and concerned their families, during this key point in their lives. We draw on key theories in the history of emotions in interpreting our findings. The gentry were an emotional community with 'their own particular values, modes of feeling, and ways to express those feelings'. 39 Younger sons were a subordinate community within it, in much the same way that the gentry siblings in Lisa Toland's research were. 40 Their emotional subordination grew out of their subordination as men. They stretched the boundaries of acceptable emotions and masculinities due to their liminal subordinate position. The system of primogeniture, perhaps akin to an 'emotional regime', shaped not only the materiality of their lives but also the contours of their feelings, issues previously been hidden amongst studies focused on the legal and financial aspects of primogeniture and gentry family life. 41 Page 8 of 39
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Secondly, we find continuities in the anxieties experienced by younger sons and their families. They were 'stuck' as Rosenwein suggests, in a historical pocket of anxiety formed in particular spaces and as a result of specific circumstances. We argue that the persistence of the estates system and of primogeniture produced continuity in the types of emotions younger sons expressed, untethered from 'early modern' and 'modern' periodization or periodic crises of masculinity. 42 The emotion words connected to younger sons used by guardians and the sons themselves remained remarkably consistent within this emotional economy. These words either explicitly expressed anxiety or were the products of anxious thoughts surrounding masculinity and primogeniture. Guardians spoke of 'chance', 'hazards' and 'endeavour', 'ruin', 'disgrace', 'respectability' and 'independence'. These were pregnant with potential success or failure. As such they expressed anxiety surrounding the unknown, an 'uneasiness or trouble of mind' both for their children and surrounding their own experiences of parenting or guardianship. 43 For younger sons themselves emotion words were more direct. 'Unhappy', 'unease', 'dismay' 'destitution', 'suffering', 'dejected', 'indebted', 'wretched' and 'disgraced' littered their letters. Words of potentiality, such as 'fortune', 'man', 'independence', 'honesty' and 'reputation' also appeared, many of them shared with their guardians. But 'manliness' was always just out of reach, as was 'independence' and 'reputation'. Their anxieties reflected their emotional subordination just as their limited resources reflected their material subordination to the wealth and favours of the families. This perspective does not align well with interpretations which give prominence to periodic 'crises of masculinity'. 44 But younger sons were not passive recipients of their fate. We argue thirdly that younger sons used emotions as 'emotives' in order to better deal with their feelings, achieve their objectives and establish themselves as men in the world. Their letters were 'doing emotional work'. 45 They reflect both a lack of 'emotional autonomy' and attempts to navigate There was general agreement among the families in our sample that the 'duty' of a younger son was to minimise his cost to the core family, particularly in adulthood. As James
Windham, fourth and youngest son of Katherine Windham, put it in 1723, once they had received their portions younger children 'now must shift as well as they can, fortune sure will never leave them that are willing to get a livelihood'. 53 Gentry families often constructed this as a pivotal test of masculine character, upon which the rest of the life-course depended. In 1726, John Buxton noted that now that his ten year old younger son George had gone to Page 11 of 39
The Historical Journal school, 'he will now begin to think he is born for some employment, & that he must by industry & study endeavour to qualifie himself'. 54 The window of opportunity was relatively narrow, because a decade later another correspondent advised that the now 19-year old
George was too old to train as an attorney. 55 Parents and guardians immersed themselves in the emotional economy of younger sons, deploying emotional challenges and expecting commensurate emotional reactions.
Elizabeth Parker articulated the significance of industry starkly when she wrote on behalf of her father to her wayward brother Robert Parker in 1808. After Robert gave up his legal apprenticeship to join the army, Elizabeth expostulated that her father 'with giving you an Education and placing you in the situation you was in had flattered himself in a few years you would have done for yourself without any assistance from him'. 56 The inference was that by shying away from the career intended for him Robert, had failed a test of masculine character
by showing inadequate patience and perseverance.
Although assistance could be extensive, it was normally limited and the results depended not only on the industry of the younger sons but also on luck and chance. Anxieties surrounding the unknown futures of their sons, unseen threats to their status, were prevalent in the thoughts of parents and guardians. This too was an emotional economy in which anxieties were shared and exchanged. As Edward Radcliffe observed in a letter to his father in 1712 about the fate of his younger brothers, 'for after the dice is thrown, its then too late, they must take their chance'. 57 In 1702, John L'Estrange, younger brother of Sir Nicholas L'Estrange of Hunstanton, Norfolk, prayed 'to God' that his two nephews would both be 'comforts to you their parents and profitable members of the community'. 58 Edmund
Prideaux was gloomy about the prospects of his nephew, Richard Coffin, as a merchant's apprentice in London because of the inherent risks involved, as he explained in a letter to his sister, Anne Coffin.
when all imaginable care is taken in plasing a young man great hassards doe attend it, the Master may dye in his apprenticeship, then the young man's fortune is blasted, the young man may take ill courses, and may loose his Master's favour, then hee is ruined that way, and the young man may dye in his apprenticeship, then the money is lost;
and I must tell you beside now adayes, where one young man comes to good, two doe miscarry for this is an avaricious age, and many young men are ruined by falling into ill company. 59 While younger children acknowledged their responsibility to minimise the financial burden they placed on their family, there was also an understanding that family connections gave seniors and siblings a responsibility to assist each other, and that this was part of their masculine duties. Primogeniture allocated real property but not other types of capital or entitlements. It was a 'messy' system and there was plenty of room for negotiation, argument and anxiety. 60 Younger sons could be quick to remind seniors of their duty to find them a livelihood, if they felt that it was being ignored and this could produce tensions over primogeniture between gentry siblings within which emotions were working hard. In 1714, with his future prospects as a factor in Aleppo endangered by a lack of capital, Edward As has been noted elsewhere, gentry families exerted conscious, concerted pressure to ensure that sons acquired the characteristics of personal, masculine autonomy, partly by placing them in situations of mild moral and physical hazard at public schools. 67 Thereafter, they reinforced these lessons by reiterating that younger sons would only attain full male adulthood when they realised this personal, moral autonomy through the successful pursuit of financial self-sufficiency. Such imperatives weighed heavily on the whole family. For many of these young correspondents, this goal appeared to be always slightly out-of-reach, and intensified the sense that their identities as men were constantly at risk or unstable, subject to unseen forces. Indeed, families sought consciously to engender this insecurity, in order to The Historical Journal motivate their sons to 'succeed', indicating that anxiety was used as a tool, a test of masculinity. Instability was not just inherent in the formation of male identities, but actually exploited by seniors in order to secure these patrilineal imperatives. Anxieties produced 'emotional suffering' for the whole family but were purposefully transferred to their sons within the emotional regime of primogeniture. These anxieties were seen, therefore, as productive, but they could reach a tipping point, as the following section shows.
III.
Younger sons were generally keen to reassure parents and seniors that they had received and understood their messages. Indeed, younger children sometimes internalised these precepts in ways that even injured them or threatened the wider familial 'honour'. Robert Parker, younger brother of Thomas Parker, was so keen to minimise his dependence on his eldest brother that he refused medical treatment on his gouty, gangrenous foot, which led to his final, fatal illness. This decision, his brother John made clear, was driven by anxiety about his position in the family and his responsibility to the family. John wrote 'No Man would have suffered so much, without medical advice as he did (shame be it mentioned) but for fear of expence'. 68 The psychological burden of this desire to be self-sufficient produced anxieties surrounding indebtedness but more generally about uncertain futures and unseen threats. Life at the imperial periphery was a particularly troubling one in this regard, geographical distance adding to general anxieties. In the 1720s Edward Bankes, who had been set up in Bombay by his brother, John of Kingston Lacy, expressed concern at the limited opportunities there. He wrote in subordinate terms, acknowledging that his elder brother had 'my interest very much at heart' but he believed John should know his circumstances and wrote that 'it will be my Apprenticeship was part of this journey to autonomy for some sons, particularly in the eighteenth century, and exposed a deep tension in newly-emancipated schoolboys who 81 For many others repeated bouts of insubordination to their masters alleviated the anxiety created by the imposition of 'servile' status. 82 In the 1790s, Henry Huddlestone wrote to his elder brother Richard of the benefits of having secured independence as a solicitor, noting that 'I think that being my own master has contributed much to my being in better health for I own that I could not have stood it much longer'. 83 No doubt Henry referred to his mental health as well as his physical condition.
In 1808 Robert Parker left his master because (as a gentleman) he felt unable to 'bear reproach undeserved without reply, … but time perhaps may bring me to sustain injuries without retaliation'. 84 Once again, the desire to exercise elite moral and behavioural autonomy overwhelmed the necessity that the apprentice should submit to criticism as a subordinate, the decline of status serving to produce anxiety. Significantly, Robert exchanged a legal apprenticeship for a minor commission in the army, in the hope that he would be able to live in a manner more compatible with such notions of honour -a hope that proved sadly mistaken, since he died the following year in the disastrous amphibious operation at Walcheren. From what I learn you will have to be bound an apprentice for 3 or 5 years & will have to work [underlined] . Many of the Houses preferring Working Clerks
[underlined] to Gentleman's Son even with a large premium. 86 Eventually Richard opted for a career at sea, apparently even after receiving the Captain's caution that 'he must not expect a Sailor's Life to be a Bed of Roses'. 87 Later, in agonizing over whether or not to take up a family-owned rectory (and a career in the church), Arthur Acland admitted to his father that he had subconsciously equated adult autonomy with, 'marrying and doing all kinds of important acts not exactly without reference to home but quite independently of home'. 88 The thwarted lives of these younger sons, their lack of material and emotional autonomy and their complaints showed what could happen when they failed to overcome the inequalities built into patrilineal and patriarchal inheritance practices within these gentry families.
The country house and estate was also always just out of reach. In order to fulfil their allotted dynastic purpose these young men were destined to remain as 'visitors' rather than residents and alienation from land, a key component of gentry status, was becoming a far more acute issue in our period. Gentry families adopted the strict settlement much more widely in the period after 1660, and its form changed in the eighteenth century. Previously provision for younger sons had often been in the form of land, whether as an estate in perpetuity, and estate for life, or a lease of a part of the family estate. By the eighteenth century, provision was far more likely to be as a cash settlement. 89 Such systems ran counter to the growing emphasis on equality within families and between siblings during the eighteenth century, perhaps exacerbating the anxiety, anger and jealousy felt by younger sons. 90 The absence of land and of ready access to these activities emphasised a physical and symbolic distance from social and family origins, producing anxieties surrounding fractured social and dynastic identities expressed often as whimsical reminiscences. Much like the siblings in Lisa Toland's research on leave-taking, separation produced melancholy emotions. 91 Joseph Windham noted, wistfully, that, 'if I was in the country again I should fancy myself in Parradise but that does not belong to younger brothers'. 92 In India, Edward
Kyrle Money daydreamed about returning to Whetam. 'What a blessed and happy day that will be, if I ever set eyes upon its walls again, ah! It will be by far the most delightful day of my life.' 93 These meditations were whimsical and 'memories' and 'fantasies' of home speak of the emotional power of it during the age of domesticity. 94 But they were also emotives, using nostalgia through correspondence as a relief from anxiety (and sometimes boredom) much like the letters written home from the front during the First World War studied by Michael Roper.
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Like many younger sons returning to their family's estates, when 'at home' John
Parker engaged with as much enthusiasm as his eldest brother in the local social world of hunting, coursing, dancing, drinking, and music. 96 During his apprenticeship and unsuccessful business career in London, John was occasionally able to hunt with his London Many other younger sons were often able to return to enjoy rural sports on a regular basis and to practice some of the wider social accomplishments generally reserved for their elder brothers, but did so on the whims of the family, rather than as their inherent 'rights', bereft as they were of sufficient land and income.
Fleeting participation in these pastimes could exemplify the cultural, and emotional, dependence of younger sons and the shortfall in their masculinities, their liminal membership of the 'leisured elite'. As Susan Broomhall has noted, emotions are 'socially and culturally coded experiences that could include or exclude particular individuals within or from certain sociabilities'. 100 Whilst siblings were connected in a habitus: '…a pool created by friendship, mutual interests and concerns, compatible world views, and accepted manners of behaviour…' younger sons feared exclusion because they were at the liminal edges of that habitus.
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IV.
Defined as '…a product of social relations, including status, wealth, property rights and communal and familial relations' anxiety has much to reveal in terms of gender and emotions as well as the landed gentry as an emotional community. 102 Anxiety played a significant role in shaping the masculinities of younger sons. Their letters reveal these anxieties, expressed as emotions saturated with concerns over status and rights. They also represent emotional efforts to better determine their fate. They were penned within the context of broader familial anxieties about younger sons' chances of attaining patriarchal prerogatives, which recurred in each generation, and in which parents and seniors took on the collective role of John Tosh's 'anxious father', concerned with these issues at each stage of the sons' life. 103 Parents and guardians also, at times, purposefully generated anxiety, as a test of masculinity and as a call to action for younger sons. The gentry as an emotional community dealt collectively and anxiously with the problem of younger sons.
In general, younger sons expressed themselves more forcefully, with more 'feeling' in their expressions. Although strong emotions were the 'right of governing men' and also, This further disrupted their own emotional equilibrium and mental well-being. 106 But it also served the purpose of arousing anxiety in their parents and guardians. We might expect such levels of continuity amongst landed elites given their relatively stable and secure situation in the social structure across this period. As Joanna Bourke has argued, emotions such as anxiety are about far more than the preoccupations of an individual mind. They 'are an expression of power relations' and they 'link the individual with the Page 25 of 39
The Historical Journal social in dynamic ways'. 110 Anxieties collect within 'cultural symptom pools' according to social and cultural parameters. 111 The social and cultural boundaries of the lives of younger sons and the gentry as a whole remained remarkably stable for much of this period. In this sense they are somewhat unrepresentative. But younger sons provide an important control group for measuring male anxieties surrounding patriarchy, autonomy, and independence, with implications for groups living beyond the boundaries of the landed estate. All young men stood on the precipice of success or failure in their young adulthood, measured in relation to the wealth and status of their families. Younger sons' anxieties were focused around particular issues and challenges, but they were male anxieties at their core.
While such existential concerns emphasize Breitenburg's point that masculinity remained, in part, 'the never-consummated search for something that may not exist', these patriarchal dividends appeared to be very real building blocks of elite male identity. The anxieties of gentry younger sons illustrate not just the timeless quality of late-adolescent angst, but a very apparent fear that failure to attain these attributes could lead to the dissolution of their social, gender, and personal identities as a whole. Primogeniture created goal-conflict in our younger sons as they experienced the 'liminal' nature of emotions, existing at the thresholds of the individual and the social. 112 
